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Abstract
Advances in biology have made it possible to analyze DNA and RNA, down to single nucleotide variants in a single cell. However, most of the tools used for the analysis, particularly on the sample preparation side, are still at the stage of Babbage Machine for computers. Only very recently have integrated devices start to appear. In this talk, I will describe some of the new optofluidic devices developed in my group. Optoelectronic tweezers use projected “light cages” to corral single cells (think “invisible dog fences” that you can move at will). This enables us to process a large number of cells at the same time. Another device, light-actuated digital microfluidics (LADM), uses similar light cages to move and mix liquid droplets, therefore controlling chemical and biological reactions on the fluidic chip. With such integrated devices, we can start to think how to build desktop biological processors.
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